GREAT INCREASE IN WAGES IN SOVIET UNION

As a time, when wage cuts swept United States and the coming of the bitter winter of the crisis dooms thousands to death from starvation; at a time when workers forced in industry are unable to earn wages sufficient to feed and shelter their families, the classes of the Soviet Union receive wage increases in the form of stability in the prices of necessities by 20 percent throughout the old land. That means the wages workers can buy almost one-third more than before. In other words an increase in real wages if nearly one-half.

This is made possible because fourteen years ago today the masses of workers and peasants won the revolution. The government of workers and peasants has a program and policies that have gone down with capital, the New York City and Wall Street have been disorganized.

The massive increase in wages in the Soviet Union is spreading the victorious construction of socialism. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union leads the victorious construction of socialism. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is mobilizing resources here to smash capitalism, to establish the new society of the USSR. That is why every workman must fight under the revolution, the banner of the Communist Party.

What is the Soviet Economic System?

BY JOSEPH STALIN

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

The Soviet economic system means that:

1. The power of the capital class has been overthrown and displaced by working class power.
2. The instruments of production have been taken out of the hands of the capitalists and the instruments of production have been turned over to the workers and peasants.
3. The development of production is not governed by the principle of competition and survival of the fittest but by the principle of systematic control and systematic improvement of the material and cultural conditions of the workers.
4. The distribution of the national income is not in favor of the exploiting classes and their number.
5. The systematic elimination of the material conditions of the workers and peasants and the enhancement of socialist production of town and country.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the Soviet Union is the cornerstone of the new system of the Soviet Union. The new system is the result of a victorious socialist revolution.

The workers everywhere should fight for recognition by the United States government of the government of the Soviet Union.

Other Nations Default, Soviet Union Pays Debt

NEW YORK CITY—Years of the United States government default on debts for American industrial labor.

In the 1930s, the Soviet government paid debts to its allies, the workers of the world. The debt was paid in full and on time. The Soviet Union, as a result of the socialist economy, has paid its debts in full. The United States government, on the other hand, has default between the United States government and the international banks. The United States government has defaulted on its debts to the workers of the world.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the Soviet Union is the cornerstone of the new system of the Soviet Union. The new system is the result of a victorious socialist revolution.

The workers everywhere should fight for recognition by the United States government of the government of the Soviet Union.

At the same time the charity agencies, under the direction of Hoover's committee, have worked to relieve the unemployed workers and farmers. They have worked to relieve the unemployed workers and farmers, the unemployed workers and farmers, and the unemployed workers and farmers are on the march.

The unemployed workers and farmers, the United Mine Workers, and the United States government are being attacked by the capitalists. They are being attacked by the capitalists, who are trying to prevent the workers from taking over the workers' movement. They are trying to prevent the workers from taking over the workers' movement.

The bosses try to make us believe that the depression is purely a trade matter. They try to make us believe that the depression is purely a trade matter. They try to make us believe that the depression is purely a trade matter. They try to make us believe that the depression is purely a trade matter.

NATIONAL WIDE ACTION

Against the whole false plan of Hoover's committee there is growing a mighty movement. It is a national movement, is being organized in all parts of the nation. It is a national movement, is being organized in all parts of the nation.

The workers are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement.

The workers are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement. They are united in their fight for the workers' movement.
Workers Should Join Party of Lenin For Fourth Anniversary Today!

By NARGAR Neal

Old Labor forces that arose in 1917 at the height of the Bolsheviks, and took the country on an action by force, were defeated by force hundreds of the old people. These people were defeated by the forces of the Russian government, but they had the strength to fight back. The Bolsheviks, under the leadership of Lenin, fought back and won.

The Russian government has been trying to stop this fight, but the people have been too strong.

On the fourth anniversary, the workers should join the party of Lenin. They should resist and fight back, just as they did in 1917.
Michigan Cops Leave Hanged Negro for Dead

FORTIAT, Mich. — At Oakland County Hanger March on October 9th, 35 workers were brutally beaten and placed in jail, including one woman. These workers were beaten with clubs in the street. Then handcuffed and beaten when put in jail. Only one Negro worker was arrested. This worker was beaten up and hung up with a rope then laid out for dead. This Hunger March of 35 unemployed workers, protesting against starvation.

Single workers only rescue 16 cents per week to live on. Married couples, $1.00 per week.

Straight Creek is in Bell County, 30 miles from Harlan county, where agitation for a general strike in the Kentucky fields has started in deep-worker circles. The movement of striking miners and the organizing of labor to prepare for five strikes in Harlan county and in Bell county in Tennessee is proceeding, and in a very short time a general strike will be brought about that will fight for the Waller Creek conference demands and smash the terror. First Workers' strike in Harlan county.

These are first victories of the National Miners Union in the South and in it the first mine strike land the militant miners in the South. Such a victory, although only partial, proves that strikes can be won in the South even under the conditions of the economic crisis, and will give a big impetus to the movement toward strikes not only in Kentucky and Tennessee, but will stimulate the preparations in Alabama for more strikes against wage cuts and long hours of slavery.

CALIFORNIA AUTO WORKERS

OAKLAND, Calif.—The Fogel Motor Company cut wages of all its employees from 15 to 35 per cent.

WORKERS' HOVELS IN AMERICA

On this Fourth Anniversary of the Bolshevik revolution compare these two hovels (the one to the right with the door open and the other to the rear of the outhouse) in which working class families live in the United States with the homes of one new poor Peasant of the Soviet Union shown on page one of this issue. Take your choice: capitalism or Communism.

As the Gladin mines the terms of settlement include recognition of the union, the 8-hour day, instead of working 10, 11 and 12 as before; the right to elect own checkweighmen; all men taken back, none blanched; pay for dead work; guarantees of at least four days work a week and other demands a full list of all demands will be published next week. At the Caroline mine the eight hour day was won; the right to elect checkweighmen, no blackmailing, etc. At the Coloseum mine the settlement, for less satisfactory than the Gain- don and Caroline, is only temporary. One man was discriminated against; the men went back under the same conditions as they came out as far as wages and hours were concerned. They got a trivial concession by having their coal reduced in price from $1.10 to $1.20 a load. At the Cary mine the men were back at work in 90 per cent before the settlement to the Gladin and Caroline mines. Conditions are rotten and the men are preparing to strike again soon. At the Chestry mine there will be no work for a month or two because of water in the mine.

Conduct Own Strikes

The miners affected conducted their own strikes; there was at no time even one outsider organizer in the Straight Creek field. By following the policy of the National Miners Union as best they knew how, the miners made some gains and Straight Creek is practically 100 per cent tied up in the National Miners Union.

Will Aid General Strike

We have always maintained beyond the left fork of Straight Creek due to the difficulty of consolidating the mines affected and not knowing how to fully use the National Miners Union policy of providing money on the basis of General and local demands, the partial victory now won will spur the other miners in this section to action.

Some Demands Won

As with capitalism increased production means greater unemployment, mass hunger, starvation, diseases and deaths.

By following the Revolutionary path pointed out by the Communist Party in the Soviet Union the masses have crushed capitalism and built up Communism.

By following the revolutionary program of the Communist Party of the United States the workers and farmers here can destroy capitalism and build up a Socialist America.

With capitalism increased production means greater unemployment, mass hunger, starvation, diseases and deaths. By following the Revolutionary path pointed out by the Communist Party in the Soviet Union the masses have crushed capitalism and built up Communism.

By following the revolutionary program of the Communist Party of the United States the workers and farmers here can destroy capitalism and build up a Socialist America.
AGADIR CAFÉ TRIP TO SOVIET BORDER

(Continued from Page 3)

western European hotbeds of fascists.

Workmen Will Fight Bosses
But just as the Chinese revolution is advancing, so the revolutionary forces throughout the capitals of Europe are gathering. In Moscow, under the leadership of the Communist Parties, are building up more and more powerful organizations for fighting against war and intervention. When the Bolsheviks of Russia took power, they organized the Amundsen workers and struck the bosses out of their own business. They must remember that such a way to fight will itself result in new rebellions.

Launch Revolutionary Wave
Already because of the economic crisis, there is all over world a rising wave of fighting against class rule. It is the revolutionary situation is maturing. The capitalists are arming themselves. As one of the foremost capitalists, Boni of Russia, under the leadership of the Bolshevik Parties, is organizing the workmen against them.

Just fourteen years ago today the first international congress of workers, standing united, used their arms against their CLASS ENEMIES, and made a great step toward the achievement of their long awaited victory.

Every class-conscious worker should, this anniversary of the victorious October Revolution, the 25th of November, of Lenin, the Party of Proletarian Revolution, the Party of Proletarian victory—the Communist Party.

Youth Will Defend Soviet
Equally, youth, growing in freedom and confidence, finds advantages in all youth that ever lived anywhere, the Soviet young workers, boys, girls, and pupils, play the mighty part in the building of socialism. Youth "shock brigades" are ordered sent to work upon the Soviet industry and agriculture. The young workers and peasants of the Soviet Union are a honored when they are able to serve in the Red Army. They are sent to the army in larger numbers than can be taken care of, because the young workers and peasants know that it is their army, that when they defend the Soviet Union they defend themselves and their families.

All capitalist armies must return to the people, to law, to discipline, to maintain discipline. When a capitalist nation prepares to war, they do not forget the youth; not one capitalist nation today says to the facts that it is preparing for war. They all live in peace, like Hoover and Stimson, in order to conserve their war preparations. When Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. Jones, Mr. Terman's and Mellon's and Ford's and Bullitt's interests are endangered the United States government does not tell young workers that they must not work for the wages of work, that they must work for the investments of the capitalist thieves—the government has to lie to the people, that they must fight to make the world safe for democracy or some other death. When the Youth of the Soviet Union know what they are fighting for, they fight to smash the war machine of the capitalists. They are now suffering, but they are not yet defeated. They know that international solidarity means. We must also learn what it means.

Kills Negro

WATERS, Ga.—The old lynching law excuse, on the pretext of which Negroes are brutally persecuted and murdered, was again used against Fred Hunt, white, who last week shot Ed Cooper, Negro farmer in the rural section south of Watertown, when he heard her screams. When he approached, says Cooper, began to run and Hunt shot him in the back. Cooper was arrested and taken to the Ware county jail, where he died from his injuries. Hunt was not even ar rested.

Both whites and Negroes here believe that murder and lynching are against the law, and that the law should be enforced. It is a crime, a country where one who tried to Jim-Crow another would be punished by the proleta rian state power and be despised by all his fellows. Coming from the richest imperialist land, where masses suffer and die of starvation, these workers are to come in the Soviet Union where in all vast territory there is not one worker who cannot find employment, no man, woman or child who suffers from the pangs of hunger.

Farewell Banquet

NEW YORK—The Executive Committee of the League of Struggle for Negro Rights and the Finish Women's Alliance held a farewell banquet for Mrs. Wright, mother of two children of the Scottish boys, who is preparing the defense, for Mrs. Wright, August Yick, who has just been released from Ellis Island, on Thursday, November 25th, at the Finish Women's Hall.

The nine boys are, left to right: Andy Wright, 19; his brother, Roy Wright, 14; Haywood Patterson, 17; Williams, 14; Willibah Robinson, 17; Olsen Montgomery, 17; Clarence Morris, 19; Charles Weems, 20, and Cephus DePew, 14.

They are the nine Scottish boys whose portraits were held by the Alabama boss class hopes to show chauvinist light. These boys are all innocent. But the bosses are trying to get them to make a move toward unity of action between the white and Negro workers. The bosses are still triumphant at the discovery that the croppers are organizing to fight against slavery. They are becoming rabid as they real ize that the croppers' union at Camp Hill, which they tried to crush last week, is still strong. The bosses know that there are new Camp Hill boys that have grown since their murder trial. They know now that the bosses are putting in effect a movement that must culminate in the agrarian revolution in the South. They know that the slogan of self-determination for the Negro national minority (which is a majority in 92 contiguous counties of the Black Belt) is striking deep root wherever it reaches, and that it is reaching farther and farther into the desert South.

They say that it is becoming more difficult for mass hunger and starvation of black and white workers to whip up the mob frenzy.

The bosses know that the great things, the boys' strike, working overtime to strike terror into the Negroes and to spread lies about raping of white women by Negroes in the hope of diverting the attention from the Negro workers. The bosses everywhere must fight to chill the boys from the lynching game.

Answer this frame-up by unity of action of Negro and white workers.

Build United front committees of action in the dustries. Organize black committees, organize played Councils. Build Workers' Defense Corps, of black and white workers to defeat the lynching mob.

Let the bosses know that they are in for the battle of the workers!

Demand immediate freedom for the Scottish boys.

U.S. Delegation in Soviet Union

Today in the Soviet Union, where the Fourteenth Anniversary of the revolution is being celebrated, there are delegations of workers from every country on the globe. Fourteen. Although opposed by the most violent efforts of the United States and European capital and finance, there are also five fraternal delegations.

Four Delegates in Present

Four Negro workers are present. Although opposed by the most violent efforts of the United States and European capital and finance, they are in a country which from the day of the revolution has fought for its own life. In its policy of complete self-determination for all national minorities it has shown the world that its racial policies are a crime, a country where one who tried to Jim-Crow another would be punished by the proletarian state power and be despised by all his fellows. Coming from the richest imperialist land, where masses suffer and die of starvation, these workers are to come in the Soviet Union where in all vast territory there is not one worker who cannot find employment, no man, woman or child who suffers from the pangs of hunger.

The Negro Delegates

The Negro delegates are Morris Wilmans, a miner of working class origin, and a member of the Miner's Industrial League, L. W. Jones, of the Upper Monongahela coal district of Pennsylvania who was blackballed and expelled by the striking miners, and the third is a steel worker from Gary, Ind. The fourth is Mrs. Lillian Lynch, militant Negro worker from Healdsburg, Penn., and president of the Women's Auxiliary of the National Miners' Union. She is a delegate from the NMMU and left to join the delegation. Mrs. Lynch is the only woman who was a member of the United States delegation, and she has just been received in the Soviet Union.

Death Sentence for Self Defended Negro

LIBERTY, Mo.—Himself from a white mob, a Negro was killed in self defense. The Negro was overpowered by a mob of his own race and the killing was done sometime on December 27th. If the decision of Judge E. L. Colburn is upholding the state's judgment.

The trial will be conducted by a Negro judge, who was also a victim of lynching.

General Bluford, head of the police in the state, called the lynching part of an effort to stamp out Negro lynching.
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